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An ISO 9001 : 2008 Certified Company



"i-{:itil-ir" Fil":i; !r't:ilrt.'ir:i,ii{ii}*.ri" was initiated with a clear vision of providing
Customised solutions with innovative and latest polymer technology. We are based at
Hubli, Karnataka State, india, with a team of highly qualified technical professionals
having two decades of experience in the polymer industry and expertise in manufacturing
Epo>ry and Polyurethane based products.

We are leading manufacturers with various coating applications and a highly
technology driven company providing Epoxy and Polyurethane floor, wall & anticorrosive
coating solutions for different conditions and applications, We have a history of technical
expeftise of decade in manufacturing and application field. The company started with a
strong innovative vision and is constantly striving for new levels of excellence. This
means developing innovative technologies that will open up new opportunities for the
company/ its employees and industry. We help our customers to choose the right product
for right application depending upon the substrate. The products are used in plant utilities
such as Automobile, Auto accessories, Food processing, Pharmaceutical, Electrical &
Electronics, Hospitality & Healthcare, Consumer goods, Light & Heavy engineering,
Process industry and many more.

We offer tailor made epoxy & Polyurethane based following systems:

@ Floor coatings
@ Corrosion control coatings
's Wall coatings
ffi Chemical resistant coatings
& Water borne coatings
# Multi-colored Granite finish coatings

Our commitment in everything we do is to achieve
the power of innovative technology, products and ces. Our
competitive by providing value added services in terms
provide you with tota
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business systems.

I solutions for meeting your business objectives with the
,'rji.jf i::Li:,:ii'ii::i' initiatives for best global practices

\S[e offier Better Asset Utilization
Replacement Cost Avoida nce
Reduced Operating Costs
Improved Product Quality

Our experience includes Manufacturing, Product Selection, Application, Floor Preparation,
Project Execution, Troubleshooting, Operation and Maintenance of various epoxy &
polyurethane based systems.



Epory based Floor Coating System

Epoxy floor coatings are very reliable systems due to their
excellent gloss and strength. Epoxy resins can be adjusted
according to the need for hardness and elasticity, and can be
developed specifically as per the application requirements, It has a
very great advantage over other floor protection systems.

Polyurethane based Floor Coating System

Polyurethane is a reaction product of a polyisoryanate and
hydroxyl groups. We manufacture all types of urethane coatings -
1K and 2 K (ASTM D16). We provide solvent borne. solventless and
water borne urethane coatings based on aromatic as well as
aliphatic isocyanates.

Epory Polyurethane based Floor Coating System (EPU)

EPU is a hybrid resin incorporating epoxy and Polyurethane resins.
The hydroxyl groups in the epoxy resin are reacted with
Polyisoryanate to form urethane linkages. The resulting film of
EPU is flexible and quite hard and possesses excellent propefties
such as abrasion resistance, chemical resistance, excellent
adhesion etc.
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FLOORING SYSTEM DETAILS:
We provide system thickness from 0.5 mm to 10 mm

and more with varied optlons of toppings.
Some standard combinations available are:
Primer + Topping
Primer + Screed + Topping
Primer + Screed + Silicon Flakes + Topping
Primer + Screed + Seaier + Topping and more...

WALL COATINGS:
We provide a range of wall coatings for both; internal
and external applications. The range includes solventless,
solvent borne and water borne PU coatings and acrylic coatings

COVINGS:
We offer wall to wall, wall to floor and wall to
ceiling covings with different combinations
to suit your specific requirement.

PROTECTIVE COATINGS:
We cater to the anti corrosive needs of the industry
with coatings that can be applied on steel structures,
pipelines and several other metal and plastic substrates.

Our Vision is to be a globally respected coating solution provider

and to achieve the same in short period by providing innovative
coating systems,
Our Mission is to provide environment friendly industrial &
decorative coating solution that would add value to customer
asset.
Our Values are, respect for our customer, attending to their
needs by consistently delivering upon our promises and

commitments. We are committed to be ethical, transparent and

system driven.

We seek to build long term relationships with our customers
based on premium product quality, benefit to both the parties

and high levels of practical support by working closely with
the industry.

Contact us for fudher details
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